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	Get the Girls Out, 9781460751466 (1460751469), HarperCollins, 1970

	I was going to write a business book – a career journal filled

	with clever learnings, sage advice and world-changing missions

	– but I was struggling, big time. By struggling, I mean I hated

	every word. I spent more than two years producing bursts of

	word count, then rereading and deleting them.





	Then I met a famous person who said, ‘Don’t write a

	business book, my dear. Write the stories you want to leave

	for the people you love.’ And so I did. I didn’t set out to write

	a memoir, but that’s what was spilling out when I met that

	famous person on a sunny Tuesday in Melbourne in June

	2017. I’d been at it for two years when she told me just to

	write my stories. And so I kept going. I wrote what I want my

	favourite people to read, stories that many have never heard.

	And while I have written it with my nearest and dearest in

	mind, this book is also for you.





	Buckle up. Here comes my book: a big, colourful and,

	sometimes, downright awful word-vomit of love, fun and

	survival with a side order of WTF. Honestly, I can’t make up

	the stuff that happens to me.





	After the first, each big-ass chapter is arranged by a theme

	based on a quality I admire in the people I’ve worked with,

	lived with, travelled with or battled alongside. I share with you

	the life-changing lessons I’ve learned from those remarkable

	people and their unspoken invitation to do life in a way that is

	richer than anything I knew before they crossed my path.





	My deepest wish is that reading this book makes you want

	to do cool stuff, make plans, launch that business, pack your

	bags, shave your head, ride that horse, date that hottie, apply

	for that job, chuck that party – and, most of all, get your girls

	out, whatever that means for you.
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Mastering Elasticsearch, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Further your knowledge of the Elasticsearch server by learning more about its internals, querying, and data handling


	About This Book

	
		Understand Apache Lucene and Elasticsearch's design and architecture
	
		Design your index, configure it, and distribute it, not only with assumptions, but...



		

Xara Xtreme 5: The Official GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Master the world's fastest drawing program!

Learn the principles of vector drawing as you learn technique, composition, and other art essentials--then apply your skills to creating websites, animations, logos, photographic retouches, and more.  Xara Xtreme 5: The Official Guide shows you how to customize the software, use...


		

Introductory BiostatisticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The nuts-and-bolts of biostatistics–without the anxiety
To students in public health, dentistry, nursing, and other health disciplines, the introductory course in biostatistics conjures up dread images of mind-numbing formulas and dry-as-bones texts. This text, adapted from and expanding on his bestselling Health and Numbers (Wiley), will...





	

Crystal Reports 10 : The Complete Reference (Complete Reference Series)McGraw-Hill, 2004
Create visually appealing reports and publish them on the Web with Crystal  Reports 10 and help from this comprehensive resource. Whether you’re a beginner  or a power user looking for answers to quick questions, many examples and tips,  along with clear discussion of the new and improved features, make this a  must-have workplace...


		

Technical Java: Applications for Science and EngineeringPrentice Hall, 2003
If you want to use Java todevelop scientific or engineering programs, Technical Java is the Java guide you’vebeen searching for. Using real-life examples, expert scientific programmerGrant Palmer shows how to build powerful, versatile, and flexible software forvirtually any technical application. Whether you’re moving from FORTRAN,C, or...

		

Computer System Performance Modeling in Perspective: A Tribute to the Work of Professor Kenneth C. SevcikImperial College Press, 2006
This book is a tribute to the many contributions that Kenneth C. Sevcik made both as a scholar, and a mentor to numerous young researchers, that was planned on the occasion of his 60th birthday. The project for the book was launched at the end of 2004. Unfortunately it only appears in print after his untimely death due to delays in bringing...
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